Flexible and agile: the rotary telescopic fork unit is the ideal load handling device for a three-sided application in bulk or pallet storages and warehouses with lateral conveying units.

**PRODUCT FEATURES**
- Suitable for single-deep or multiple-deep storage
- Suitable for laterally stored pallets or closed pallets, CHEP pallets and others.
- For loads up to 1.25 t.
- Modular design (can be combined with AFB transfer cars, eccentric lifting units, tilting units).
- Angle rate up to 270 degrees.

**CUSTOMER BENEFITS**
- Individually adjustable to different load units and application purposes
- Solid design ensures extreme reliability
- Guaranteed availability of spare parts for the product’s entire lifecycle
- Low maintenance costs
- Modular and compact design (can be used in combination with other AFB products)
- Energy efficient
- Highly dirt and wear resistant

**QUALITY MADE IN GERMANY.**